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About This Game

Spiral Splatter is a brain-bending arcade puzzle game that will push your hand-eye coordination to the limit with nonstop, mind-
boggling puzzles!

Put your problem-solving skills to the test as you navigate over 100 levels and 11 different stages full of perplexing puzzles.
Watch out for moving obstacles as you maneuver through each level. Think fast, if you’re too slow, the ghost may catch up to

you. Hustle to reach the finish before your time is up!

Each stage of gameplay adds a new challenge with an ever-increasing difficulty. Don’t be fooled by appearances, Spiral Splatter
will stump even the most adept puzzle game aficionado.

Stay calm, relax and see if you can take on Spiral Splatter!

Features:
- Over 100 Levels of gameplay

- 11 unique stages with a new challenge on each one
- Colorful and clean graphics

- Challenging gameplay
- Full in-game controller support
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Title: Spiral Splatter
Genre: Casual, Indie
Developer:
Neonchimp Games
Publisher:
Sometimes You
Release Date: 9 Aug, 2017

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: XP

Processor: 2.4 Ghz Dual Core CPU

Memory: 1024 MB RAM

Graphics: 512MB Dedicated Memory

Storage: 100 MB available space

Sound Card: DirectX® Compatible

English
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I was looking for a town building game on a smaller, more basic scale to the likes of SimCity et al. Thats what this is - a small
town building game with basic management principles and little micromanagement. Good for taking a break from large, high
end games and returning to a simpler play style.

Pros:
 - Small file size
 - Simple to get the hang of
 - Mildly entertaining, it reminds me of those countless city-building games you get on smartphones.
 - I like the objectives system for each area
 - Cheap

Cons:
 - Does seem to hold your hand a bit, though i haven't done too much of the story yet (will update as necessary)
 - A little sparse. What content there is isn't lacking, but it feels like there could be much, much more.

Opinion:
Good for killing time, if time is thirty minutes to an hour. This may well be different for everyone else, but i can't see myself
playing for much more than that in one sitting. Worth getting, but not worth paying much more than \u00a33.00 for (I
purchased on sale for \u00a32.09)

5\/10. I am not the biggest fan of point and click, especially hidden object games because I believe those should only be on
mobile devices, but I will try to make a partial review for this.

The game itself is okay and has good naration with it. I didn't get through the whole story because I got bored of the game (since
hidden object games really bore me), but the game has some good design around it. However, there was one major problem
with this game for me and that was that it lagged for me quite a bit. I have a gaming laptop and high end games run fine on my
PC, but this game lagged so much as sometimes that it was a pain to play.

I would not really recommend this game because it may not run smoothly on your PC. If you are a diehard fan of hidden object
point and click games, perhaps you can try to make this game work smoothly, but otherwise, there is not big reason to get this
game.

Rating: 4.3/10
Recommend Price: $0.49 or under. Cons:
Plot essentially non-existent.
Diolog is terrible.
Gameplay is all right but nothing to write home about.
Even for Pixel Art, it's not very good.

Pros:
There's a power up called "Farts" that lets your "ball" fart on command.

Conclusion:
10/10, would fart again.. this is my first review. this game is simple yet fun! all you can expect in a quick draw simulation game.
I highly recommend this game as it is a very fair price and a lot of fun! plus the developer is putting out updates regularly.. I
can't say the game is bad, i enjoyed it at the beginning, but hell yeah, the camera is so annoying, you are literally
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getting♥♥♥♥♥♥♥by ennemies which are out of what you can see. You only have 3 lifes per level, so losing one is a pain in
the♥♥♥♥♥ so as long as you can't see what's in front of you....

Another big flaw is that the game often relies on the same tricks, with ennemies spawning on your back when you are using a
key or loading datas...

Still a nice idea, but not really well implemented.. TL;DR, IMO - don't buy.

Or hey if you've got 10$ and some time to waste, I'm just some guy, do what you want.
--------------------------------
I had the first version of this game and I liked the concept but the game litterally stopped working for me and I could not play.

When I saw this pop up I was excited to be able to play again and to see what they've done with it since the version I had some
years ago.

With this version, the positive is that I can actually play.

The negative is pretty much everything else.

It's just not enjoyable enough for me to keep it installed or recommend it over other similar titles. There are just too many other
games out there that do what this game is trying to do better and resulting in more fun.

Since last game, It seems like they've added some mobs, some guns, a new store and some 'quests' which amount to walking an
object from one place to another, or killing some enemies that spawn in at some specific location.

But its still buggy and the core gameplay hasn't changed at all.

What I was expecting from the last game was a de-bugged and smooth experience, what I got was some 10
cent\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665glitter features. Fix your damn game and then worry about what different kinds of
mobs or guns you can put in.

Today I spent an hour straight looking through buildings to not find one piece of loot (which I get) but there was also not a
single mob either. Just nothing for like a whole hour.

The graphics are really bad. Jaggies everywhere even on fully maxed out video settings and just all kinds of graphical glitches.
For example sometimes when you open the esc menu it puts this blurry transparent filter over the background like it should
(looks decent as well) but when you close the menu--- your in-game vision is still blurry ---and you have to go into the video
settings, change a setting and then hit apply for it to de-blur. It does the same thing when you go prone on top (yes on top, you
can't swim in the water, only walk across the top) which then puts your player models head underwater, blurring your vision.

And for whatever reason when I turned off some of the lighting effects, I had this brown smudge-like thing on the side of my
screen for like the 4 hours I played that session.

The props are placed horrible, there are areas clearly ment for you to get to, but they are a pain because the player models
collide with some of the props weird and you end up having to like jump on the railings of stairs to climb them, instead of just
walking up the stairs. It feels like the hitbox for the player is like misshapen or something. I glitched through a couple walls in
one of the safe areas as well.

There are so many dumb areas you can get stuck in with no way out as well, and you can only kill yourself once a day to
respawn, otherwise you have to just hope something kills you.

The gun mechanics and specifically the ADS feel really bad. For example, when scoping in on a scoped weapon it feels
incredibly granular and not smooth. Like your crosshairs are being snapped onto some imaginary pixels and you can never rest it
in-between these snap points. I've played a good deal of shooters and I don't know of one that feels that gross to ADS.
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Also when you ADS with the shotgun the sights are like an inch up and an inch to the left of where the actual center of the
screen is.

The NPC's are glitchy and inconsistent. From animations not playing properly (freezing, T-pose etc) to general AI dumbness.
Sometimes not dropping loot or giving XP. Sometimes you can jog right past NPC's without them even flinching, and
sometimes they just spawn right behind you. Sometimes for some of them your mele weapon hits just simply do not register like
I'm playing morrowind or something.

Once today, trying to kill myself to re-spawn in a safe zone, I ran up to a large NPC and went prone, only to have the NPC
teleport *away* from me and then de-aggro.

The movement mechanics are frustrating. For example when you stop moving, you move ahead a little bit after you let go of W
or S , and sometimes its like your W key is stuck virtually, this glitch has caused me to fall off of ledges and loose all my loot a
few times now.

The menus feel bad as well, not releasing your mouse from controlling your view until a moment or two after whatever menu
window you're opening has finished loading.

----------------------------

And then if you can get past all the glitches and bugs, the meta of the game seems to be to camp outside of the most popular
safe zones which is entirely not newbie friendly.

I really wanted to like this but it's just not my kind of fun.

I say save your money, there are better executions of this kind of game.. Please note that A.C. is not a game to last for hours on
end for fun, it's just for people who want achievements. Specifically 5k achievements with this one.
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So FU**ING AWESOME. This game is great! There is no reason not to get it given how cheap it is. Puts you in a super chill
mood. Some of the puzzles are pretty easy, but for the most part I feel like they are a good difficulty.. If you played Capitalism
you will love this.. have enjoyed so far. Not too complex. Boring, repetitive, stiff movement...
Obviously shouldn't play this game 0/10. Simple, addictive, cool bgm and the developers are always concerned about issues that
people may have. Just getting started with this software, and I love it.

I'm a studio artist with painting, animation and filmmaking experience. I often work digitally. I've used Photoshop, Corel
Painter, and Autodesk Sketchbook Pro (PC and tablet) to complete projects. Black Ink has enough going for it that its become
my first choice in a very short time. I've only scratched the surface, but I'm particularly fond of the node-based brush editor.
The ability to undo tool setting changes is a very smart feature I suddenly want in everything. Drawing on very large canvases is
clearly more responsive than in Photoshop. Hot key commands are intuitive, and well implemented. Philosophically, I'm glad to
have a tool that is uninterested in simulating physical media. Oil painting is great. If you want to paint with oils, get some oils.
Drawing on a computer ought to be a different animal.

I'm looking forward to\/hoping for a much more robust palette management system before the commercial release. If there is a
way to create a palette with more than eight colors, I have yet to figure it out. I would also like to see a (minimal) vector drawing
toolset, so I can be precise when I need to. All that said, this is a beta. It's supposed to be a work in progress. Currently, all the
tools are there to do some exceptional doodling and quality finished work.

Stability has been good for me so far. I have a very powerful Windows 7 Intel Xeon machine, lots of RAM and a Quadro 4000,
for what it's worth. I would expect this software to run well on a laptop, but haven't tried. I would LOVE to have Black Ink on a
Cintiq Companion, if I were to spend $2,000 on a tablet. I might never draw on paper again.

. Amazing Portal 1 Mod , much harder than the Portal 2 chambers ;) But i like that

 9/10 :D

. Mediocre game. It's a mix of walking simulator with a bit of platforming and one puzzle which you repeat in every level.
Sounds bad, but it's ok. I had fun. Not great, but not awful either.. Good game. But ehm.. why the recommended is on Hard
level. lol it's really insane dude
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